ACROSS
1. Lines at the supermarket
4. Party planner’s employees
7. Fl. oz. fraction
10. Suffix for subject
13. Traditional naval outerwear
15. Cube container
17. ‘’Theme Park Capital of the World’’
18. Urban hazard
19. Most drastic prerogative
21. Cato’s clarifier
22. Substantial, as a check
25. Earth
29. Henry VIII, circa 1503
30. ‘’Enough already!’’
32. Volcano supporting vineyards
33. Literary lyrics
34. Name meaning ‘’bearlike’’
35. With 37 Across, alternate puzzle title
37. See 35 Across
38. Fax forerunner
39. Essential part
42. Numerical suffix
43. Destroy slowly
44. Ancient exile
45. Incorporates
46. J.D.’s designation
47. Equestrian tournament sponsor
49. Elixir you can’t see through
52. Shouts in some stadiums
53. Small flap
54. Turkey neighbor
55. Tyrannical employer
56. Home for hornets
57. Fire dept. person
58. Hold fast

DOWN
1. Atop
2. Nation just north of Chile
3. Math major’s course
4. Ready to eat
5. Jaden Smith’s mom
6. Legendary
7. Restaurant patrons, presumably
8. Typical bagpipers
9. Respectful request
10. Tyrannical
12. Observe closely
14. Revered Oriole nickname
16. Nonetheless, in brief
20. Yellow dog of comics
23. Sworn
24. Plank projections
25. Bowler’s seating
26. Miscellaneous category
27. Far from articulate
28. Marked for driving
29. ‘’What’s your methodology?’’
31. Gerwig who directed ‘’Lady Bird’’
32. Work out
37. Omega, to electricians
39. Range of shades
40. Seed of inspiration
41. Bracket stat
48. ‘’Daily Planet’’ photographer
49. One of Harry’s ‘’Simpsons’’ voices
51. Tot’s beach bring-along
52. Shouts in some stadiums
53. Small flap
54. Turkey neighbor
55. Tyrannical employer
56. Home for hornets
57. Fire dept. person
58. Hold fast